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A critical analysis of the requirements for an
international regime of space law concerning itself
specifically with two areas of space exploration most
urgently requiring agreement: that of liability for
damages caused by space vehicles, or parts thereof,
landing in countries other than that of the launching
state; and appropriate international rules regarding
the recovery and return to the launching state of
space vehicles and personnel.
This analysis includes a development of the sources
of international lav/ and the uses to which such
sources may be applied to the two areas mentioned
above. It also includes an examination of air and
sea law as a valuable analogy for the development of
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Along with the space age have come the space prob-
lems -- where is space? who controls it? what is the
law out there? do we already have a set of rules
governing outer space? and a myriad of other questions,
some with answers, some without answers, some answered
by more questions. This paper will attempt to reveal
the accomplishments that have been made so far in de-
fining space, our progress in setting forth some rules
of the road, and several proposed solutions to some
pressing problems we now face in the field of space re-
search.
In a recent speech given by Colonel John Glenn.
USMC (ret.), he reportedly voiced his dislike for the
term "space race," which indicated to him that the Ameri'
cans were engaged in some kind of a gigantic drag race
with the Russians. In a sense. Colonel Glenn's opinion
notwithstanding, the element of a drag race is with us
in our never ending search for answers to what is in
space. The big difference being — when you are in a
1. The Daily Progress (Charlottesville, Va
. )
,
Dec. 19, 196^, p. k, col. 7-

drag race of the ordinary sort, the rules of the race
are clearly defined before the race begins. Unfortu-
nately, our race and our rules are progressing in juxta-
position to each other, and at times, at least, it ap-
pears that the relative standings of the participants
are much more discernable than are the rules under which
the race is being conducted.
To draw an analogy between a game and the serious
business of space exploration and the laws governing the
same is not an attempt to minimize the deadly conse-
quences which may result from an oversimplification of
the need for international agreements relating to space
research. We are dealing with a subject matter upon
which may easily hinge the future of generations, or the
lack of any future at all. As far back as 1902, attempts
2
were being made to define space, and the rights thereto,
long before the average man could envision what every
modern day child accepts as normal, the orbiting of
space vehicles around the earth with successful regu-
larity .
It will not be within the purpose of this paper to
discuss all or even many of the problems which have
arisen as the age of space unfolds; but, rather, to limit
2. Institute of International Law, Brussels, 1902

it to a discussion, of two facets of our present partici-
pation in space exploration which need more definitive
agreement; the development of law in other fields which
may assist in reaching such agreement; and what progress
has been made up to the present time. The first is a
need for rules or laws governing liability for damages
caused by space vehicles and devices, and, second, a
need for agreement among states concerning the rescue of
astronauts and space ships in the event of accident or
emergency landing in territory not under the control of
the launching state -- at first blush, two simple enough
areas to discuss. However, an understanding of the
background attendant to such problems, and what has led
up "co the realization for these needs, will necessarily
be discussed before these two subjects can be explored.
The exploration of outer space will continue to
captivate the minds and imagination of men for many
years. Progress which will be meaningful and beneficial
to all mankind can be realized if a cordon of interna-
tional cooperation can be maintained. The threshold of
a cooperative climate in space activity has finally been
transcended; however, the progression must continue if
we are to attain the high goals to which this country
has always aspired. Have no doubt, this will not be a
3

simple task in an age where we are demanding tomorrow
what was unheard of yesterday and where the passage
between the two is filled with so many unknowns. The
late President John F. Kennedy once said, ". . For
we meet in an hour of hope and fear; in an age of both
knowledge and ignorance. The greater our knowledge in-
3creases, the greater our ignorance unfolds." Incredible
headway has been made by this country and others since
Colonel Glenn completed his flight into space in Febru-
ary 1962. what seemed like impossible predictions con-
cerning space exploration a short time ago have become
realities, leading to the world space of today being
the space of "infinite possibilities."
The celerity with which science is forging ahead in
space technology requires a need for negotiating specific
areas of agreement in this field among participating
states. The United States, as of now, is participating
with more than forty countries on cooperative adventures
in the space field. But it has been suggested that some
3. N.Y. Times, Sept. 17, 1962, p. 16, col. 4 (city
ed. ) .




, Ass'n of At tenders and Alumni of the Hague
Academy of Int ' 1 L. 152 (1962/63).

of these adventures, and seme of these areas, may be
easier of achievement if the forum of the United Nations
5were utilized for multilateral agreements. What has
been and what is being accomplished to this end will be
discussed later.
Whoever said, "As long as we keep talking, we won't
be shooting, " put down in a very few words what it has
taken volumes to convey through the years. And it does
not miss the mark by much. I am not saying that agree-
ment on the two problem areas Lch I am posing here, if
not arrived at soon, will result in pieces incapable of
being put back together again, but I am saying that they
are just two among many where negotiation and coopera-
tion will eventually lead us away from the fear of
creating pieces at all. At the annual meeting of the
American Bar Association in 1958, Past President Rhyne
said in his address on "World Peace Through Law"
:
We live at the turning point in the history
of civilization. . . . As we listen to Hclie
roar of current history it is absolutely
clear that mankind — men and nations and
races — must learn to live together or else
see civilization as we know it perish.
The atomic and hydrogen bombs, the ICBM's,
the Sputniks, the Explorers and Vanguards
5- Gardner, Outer Space; The Atmospheric Sciences
and U.S. Policy , k7 Dep ' t State Bull. 1214 (1962); ^99-

have attuned the world, to an overwhelming
desire for peace.
As far back as 1956 , Mr. John Cobb Cooper made the
statement
:
Today neither lawyers nor governments are
prepared to state the legal flight rules
applicable to presently operating rockets
and planned satellites. For the second
time in the present century science and
engineering have far outstripped the law.
'
Have we progressed much further in ten years } or is the
law still "outstripped"? There is little doubt that
our direction is good, but our destination remains afar
6. Quoted in Cooper, The Rule of Law in Outer Space ,




An address made by John Cobb Cooper before the
Am. Soc'y of Int ! 1 L., April 26, 1956.

CHAPTER II
INTERNATIONAL LAW - WHERE DOES IT COME FRO:
In discussing outer space and the laws which should
apply thereto
s
we must first take a look at the means by
which these laws could be formulated. This necessarily
takes us into the realm of international law. Interna-
tional law, or, as it has sometimes been called, the
"law of nations," has been defined as that body of rules
and limitations which the sovereign states of the civi-
lized world agree to observe in their intercourse with
X, 4.-U 8each ooher. At present there are 120 of these sove-
reign states, 114 of which the United States recognizes;
only a small percentage of them are directly concerned
with regulations regarding space and spacecraft law.
But it would be safe to assume that many, if not all,
who have no direct interest are indirectly concerned
because the launching of space vehicles can affect any
country. In recent years, the machinery has been set
up whereby even the smallest state, with the least in-
direct concern in these matters, can stay abreast of
negotiations and take pai discussions on the subject
8. Davis, Elements of International Law 2 (1903)
7

through, the United Nations Committee on the Peaceful Use
of Outer Space.
The need for these rules and limitations on an in-
ternational basis is not totally analogous to the same
need or reason as exist for domestic laws. ¥ith do-
mestic laws, sanctions imposed by the state are deterents
to unlawful acts. Punishment for the violation of law
is quite distinctive from the reason or virtue of law
itself. In the case of international law, while its
sanctions have been inadequate, nevertheless it has been
generally respected and applied in long periods of peace.
Its basic sanction has been simply and effectively the
desire for reciprocity and the fear of retaliation.
Although the absence of effective sanctions has never
been strongly denied, there is evidence of overwhelming
acknowledgment of the existence of international law as
an obligation upon the States. One writer said:
States may defend their conduct in all sorts
of other ways, by denying that the rule they
are alleged to have broken is a rule of law.
and by other excuses more or less sincerely
believed in as the case . >e; but they do
not use the explanation which would obviously
be the natural one if there were any doubt
that international law has a real existence
and that they are bound by it.^-0
9« This committee was established by U. N. Res.
i^4?2 (XIV) on Dec. 12, 1959- For a discussion of this
committee and its accomplishments, see Ch. VI, infra.
10. Brierly, The Outlook for International Law 405
(19^).

SOURCES OF INTERNATIONAL LAW
There is some divergence among writers as to the
sources of law, but there is also agreement among
them. 12 Article 38 of the Statute of the Interna-
lstxonal Court of Justice -* directs the court, in deciding
questions of international law, to apply:
a. international conventions, whether general or
particular, establishing rules expressly
recognized by the contesting states;
b. international customs, as evidence of a gene-
ral practice accepted in law;
c. the general principles of law recognized by
civilized nations;
14d. subject to the isions of Article 59 »judicial decisions and the teachings of the
most highly qualified publicists of the
various nations, as subsidiary means for the
determination of rules of law ....
11. See Brierly, The Law of Nations 59-66 (6th
ed. , 1963); and I Oppenheim International Law 24
(7th ed., Lauterpacht 1948).
12. Cf . case of Lubeck v. Mecklenburg-Schwerin
(1S7-;-) quoted in part in I Hackworth, Digest of Inter-
national Law 15 (l94o) 3 where the court said: "Unity
by no means prevails in the literature as to how in-
ternational law originates. 1 general, agreement and
customary law are named as the sources of international
law. "
13. For a complete text of the Statute of the In-
ternational Court of Justice, see 1946/47 Ybk . of U.N.
843 (1946-7)
•
14. Art. 59 states that a decision of the court
has no binding force except between the parties and in
respect of that particular case.

The sources of international law and. their possible
plication to a legal regi or outer space should be
examined before a comparison is made between the more
established areas of international law and that of the
law in outer space.
1 . Custom
Customary international law is the end result
of a tediously slow process of development by acts, and
Lssions, committed by states in the same manner over a
long period of time. Obviously, this cannot happen over-
night, but rather a trial and error approach to proced-
ures and practices found to be the most favorable manner
in which to carry out a particular act. This cannot be
\e in a vacuum, however , because, in order for a
particular practice to become custom within the interna-
tional sphere, most oJ ized nations must also
find this particular act to be the best means to ac-
complish whatever is desired. can be nur cured, for
instance, by a state looking back to approved precedents
for justification of a particular mode of procedure
which is being criticized by another state. -'-5 There
3 evidence of habitual practice before it




can be considered customary. In a dispute between the
government of Columbia and Peru, the International Court
of Justice stated:
Tne party that relies on a custom . . .
must prove that this custom is estab-
lished in such a manner that it has be-,
come binding on the other party. . . .
Mr. Justice Gray, speaking for the U. S. Supreme
Court, in a case concerning the condemning of fishing
vessels and their cargoes as prizes of war, stated:
. By ancient usage among civilized
nations, beginning centuries ago, and
gradually ripe. into a rule of inter-
national law, coast hing vessels,
have been recognized as e;. ....
is therefore wort rhile to trace the
history of the rule, from the earliest
accessible sourc .irough the increas-
ing recognition of it. . . to what we
may now justly consider as its final
establishment in our own country and
generally throughout the civilized
world. . . .-"-7
Customary law has been likened to the formation
of a xootpath. The difficulty, which becomes a prob-
lem of fact, is in determin:. he point at which it can
be said that it is a path for many and Ceased to be a
mere trail for only a few. I believe the best answer
16. Asylum Case (1950), I.C.J. Rep. 266.
17. The Paquette Habana, 175 U.S. 677 (1900).
18. I Walker, Pitt Corbett's Cases on Int ' 1 L. 5
(6th ed. 19^-6) .
11

to tlais is that "whenever, and as soon as, a line of
international conduct frequently adopted by States is
considered legally obligatory or legally right, the
rule which may be abstracted from such conduct is a
19rule of customary interne;- law. "
Every custom must originate in some single act;
however, it could never be established by some exten-
sive claim being made by a single state, e.g., enormous
20fishing rights of a certain coastal state.
A most descri; pie of how certain prac-
tices of states ripen into customary international law
21is the development of the law ;he sea, which has
its roots in history, and through customary usage has
become the law among nations. Here, the means by which
a practice becomes custom has been dealt with for cen-
turies. In 1871 , Mr. Justice Story in delivering an
opinion concerning a collision at sea between an Ameri-
can ship and a British steamer, stated:
Undoubtedly, no single nation can change
2 law of the sea. s.t law is of uni-
versal obligation, and no statute of one
19- Macgibbon, Customary International Law and AC'
quiescence
, 33 Brit. Yb . Int ' 1 L. ho (195?).
20. I "Whiteman, Digest of International Law S3
(1963).





or two nations can create obligations for
the world. Like all the laws of nations,
it rests upon the common consent of civi-
lized communities. It is of force, not
because it was prescribed by any superior
power, but because it has been generally
accepted as a rule of conduct. . . .22
Do we have customary international law applica-
ble to outer space? Yes and no. There are varying
theories on this matter. Le reason for my equivocal
answer is that generally there is some customary law
that has developed within the international sphere which
can be applied to our need for outer space law; however,
what we do have is not specifically applicable — a
legitimate tailoring may be fraught with numerous pit-
falls -- although we may draw from existing rules of
international law to answer some questions pertaining to
outer space.
There is no reason to assume that once a state
launches a citizen into outer space all the customary
international rules of conduct which that state, and
others, have abided by for decades suddenly cease to
exist as to him, or to the state, because of the launch.
At the present time, the best means to ascertain righi
and obligations in outer space, i.e., treaties, are not
22. The Scotia, Si U.S. 170, 187 (l87l)
13

available, but civilized nations must rely on the manner
in which they conducted Themselves on earth in order to
bring some semblance or" order to our ventures in outer
23
space. jt ^g been said that there is no law in outer
space. This can be agreed to if a qualification is made
that specific laws do not exist. The space age has no~c
been with us long enough to "create," through usage,
customary rules of international law regarding outer
space. Our experiences have not been great enough to
formulate laws as such, but experiences drawn from nor-
mal intercourse among nations can surely give guidelines
and limits by which the formulation of outer space law
can emerge. However, when we speak of space law as
such we are not speaking of some of the tools that can
be utilized to effect it. Many analogies have been drawn
between the formulation of law for outer space and the
24law of the sea. As mentioned, there is no doubt that
some aspects of the law of the sea can be put to excellent
23. See Jaffee, Reliance Upon International Custom
and General Principles in the Growth of Space Law , Mil
.
L, Rev., I67-8O (April 63 jT
24. See Williams, The Law of the Sea: A Parallel
for Space Lew
,
Mil. L. Rev. . 155-72 (Oct . oj) ; Ward.
Pro.j ec t: ;e Law of the Sea into the Law of Outer
Space
,
JAG J.„ 3-8 (Mar. 1957).
14

use, but we cannot afford the luxury of allowing space
law to develop at the tortoise pace that the law of
the sea was allowed.
Cohen stated, in his book Law and Politics in
Space :
While man crossing the oceans could
afford the luxury of two or three
hundred years to olve r les of the
high seas . . . and yet produce in con-
sequence onl3^ five or six principles —
widely accepted, flexible and reason-
able in their enforceability — no such
leisurely pace is ava: 3 to man ex-
ploring space . . . . 2^>
However, a case can be stated for the development of at
least an embryonic cu. cemational law (by si-
lence?) pertaining to outer space. Russia and the Uni-
ted States have been orb sn and/or vehicles in
outer space for almost eight years. In all that time,
although the United Spaces has widely publicized each
planned launch into space, neither nation has asked per-
mission of the other, or of anyone. Neither country has
objected to such launching, nor has any nation voiced
disapproval concerning a possible violation of sovereign
26air space, in ascent or descent of the space vehicle.
25. Cohen, Law and Politics in Space 13 (196M





.e concludes . is that outer space lias be,.
dec d free for the use of all by "custom of na-
27tions .
" J hold some reservations as to the establish-
lt of a customary rule of law in such a short time;
however1 j I do believe that the conclusion reached is,
and will continue to be, valid -- but for other reasons.
Although the United Nations will be discussed
in a later chapter, it would be worthy of note here to
mention that resolutions have been made, and agreed to
by many nations, that outer space will be governed by
international law. Unfortunately, these resolutions
lack definitive la - the task more icult
and resulting i eting yourself coming around, so to
speak — but it is a b ling.
Surely the established customary internaLtional
law concept of a nation's ri c ."-defense is not
to be lost in space. The qt . s attendant to such a
statement are, however, not as easy to answer as the
questions are to ask. A .1 ¥ard, former Judge Advo-
29cate General of the Navy, opined x that a system of ru
27. Jaffee, op. cit. supra note 23, at 172.
28. The various resolutions which have been passed
are discussed in Ch. VI, |a.
29' Ward, supra note Zh .

could be formulated without interfering with a nation's
defense requirements. is as a subject for
negotiation and discussion among nations.
In light of what has been said, it is concluded
that there is some international law pertaining to outer
space, but as Jaffee states, "The drafting and adoption
prehensive code of space law would not seem to
30be required to secure these rules. . . . " Neverthe-
less, is this actually enough? Relying on general, ac-
cepted principles of c nary int lonal law can be
very helpful if the members of the international family
are fortunate enough to be confronted only with general,
accepted differences concer. outer space between
the. It seems that civilization can ill afford to \
for a body of customary law to develop on an incident-
by-inci oasis, while, ; he time, science is
talcing not a slow, methodical growing pace, but is ad-
vancing at breakneck spe
serous questions arise/ and will continue
to do so, and the body of customary international law
30. Jaffee, supra note 23, at 177-
31. See Galloway, Preface to Space Law - A Sympos-
ium., Prepared for the Special C tee on Space and
Astronautics, U. S. Senate, 85 th Cong., 2d Sess., Dec. 21,
1958, p. VII /hereinafter cited as 1958 Symposium/-
17

will not suffice to adequately answer these questions.
Also j the risks involved in relying on such customs in
applying them to an entirely foreign area can be
gr eac.
2
. International Conventions - Treaties
International law has become an indispensable
body of rules necessar ;he continuation of socie
.
as we know it today. This has been brought about by the
requirement that nations continue unhampered contact
with each other. Along with the increasing necessity
of interdependency of states to each other has come the
increase of development for international regulation.
Earlier in our history we could rely on the slow process
of customary international law to develop, but advance-
33ments have required a speedier process of law-making.
The speedier process found has been the increasing utili-
zation of multilateral conventions and treaties
.
Like customary international law, the formula-
tion of and agreement to conventions and treaties can be
a sluggish process. Regardless of the slowness of this
32. See Becker, United States Foreign Policy and the
Development of Law for Outer Space , JAG- J . , 4 (Feb. 19597
33- Starke, An Introduction xo International Lav/,
12-13 (5th ed. 1963) •

process, however, tlie result is reached by active par-
ticipation of states in ne^
Although the term "treaty" is sometimes con-
sidered to deal only fci political relations and the
term "conventions" more often applied to multilateral
agreements, for the purpose of this paper no such
distinction between the terms will be made. A more for-
mal and satisfactory defini of a treaty is one pro-
mulgated in the Draft Convention on the Law of Treaties,
which reads as follows
:
A treaty is a formal instrument of
agreement by which two or more states
establish or seek to establish a re-
lation under international law between
lemselves .
Treaties are usually categorized as being of
two types: The "law-making" treaty and the "treaty con-
tract. ' The "law-making" treaty is one which repre-
sents the agreement of a large majority of nations,
binding themselves to certt. :ies of conduct., such as
the Geneva Conventions, whereas the "treaty contract" is
normally a treaty, negotiated between two, or a few, coun-
tries regarding an area of special interest.-^ Even
2>h . Draft Convention on the Law of Treaties, Art. 1,
(a), 29 Am. J. Int'l L. ( Supp ) 653, 686 (1935).
35- Starke, op. cit. supra -e 33) at 37
.
36. Starke, Treaties as a Source of International
Law, 23 Brit. Yb . Int'l L. . Jkl-k6 (1946) .
19

though, at the present time, only two great powers of
the world are capable of mass launchings of space ve-
hicles, it would seem that any agreements negotiated
regarding outer space would be of special interest to
all nations. With the United Nations available to most
of the world's civilized nations for discussion and
negotiation, an emphasis should be placed on directing
all efforts for multilateral "law-making" treaties to
result regarding law and outer space. Outer space and
the regulation thereof can surely not be characterized
as of interest to only a limited number of states by
virtue of its subject matter.
This is not to say that a treaty concluded be-
tween only a few states could not be of a "law-making"
type, because it could be. has been suggested that
the difference would be in the end result. A "law-making"
treaty between only a few s 3 would result in "particu-
lar" international law, whereas a "law-making" treaty,
with a majority of states of the international community
being parties, would result in "general" international
law.-^' There will always be a place and circumstance
for the use of the "treaty contract," but with the world
continuing to becc:;ie smaller and smaller, the number of
37 • I Oppenheim International Law 28 (8 th ed.,
Lauterpacht 1955)-

" law-making " treaties will necessarily become larger and
larger.
Another term used, to describe tlae treaty of
the "law-making" variety is "international iegisla-
tion.
-j-£» useci cautiously, I believe it to be a valid
, 39term.-^ However, even a cursory examination of tne ma-
chinery available to international law reveals the in-
adequacies attendant to a generally complete acceptance
o^ tne term. j^s ,Xo s tne term " law-maicing" is used
in the descriptive rather than as a strict legal term,
little confusion can result.
It has been mentior hat the world can ill
afford to wait for practices regarding the space age to
develop to the point of having a regime of outer space
law. Treaty making therefore has become an attractive
vehicle by which regulations can be agreed to in clear
and coherent form. It is an accepted principle that
treaties, as applied \: s thereto, may modify,
nullify or contradict any rule of customary international
38. See Note, Bishop, International Law 3h (2d ed
1962).
39* Starke, op. cit. supra , note 36, at 3^-1-




law, and will supersede customary law in result.
However, the most important use, I believe, that can be
the multilateral ag\ at at present is to
clarify terms, and decide specific regulations and
terms of reference regarding outer space. In this
sphere, I do not believe we need concern ourselves with
nullification, contradicition or modification because so
:ie refers specifically to outer space. In regard tc
already established customary international law, if
rights already exist concerning a particular subject mat-
"cer, no treaty need be resorted to.
¥ith the United Nations, the international com-
munity has been fortunate to have developed a forum
ideally suited for the formulation and adoption of mul-
tilateral agreements concerning the various ills of the
wox*ld. I would like to suggest that upon further refine-
ment of the forum a substantial body of law regarding
outer space can be forthcoming. The reason that there
is a need for all the world to agree is because all the
world is affected by the advances being made in outer
space. In treaty-making, the maxim Pacta Tertiis nee
L. The S. S. Wimbeldon, P. C.I. J. ser A, No. 1, 15
(1923).




nocent nee prosunt is well established . This maxii
can only be "defeated" by the elimination of any "third
states" to conventions regarding law in outer space.
Progress towards this goal is, and will continue to be,
slow; however, it is mandatory. Contractual, bilateral
agreements for cooperative ventures in outer space are
concluded between the Unite ..tes and forty countries.
which is a beginning to this proposed goal.
In suggesting that international conventions
are the means by which some semblance of order can be
established regarding outer space, and laws applicable
to it, I must necessarily re ather heav . pon one
the most ancier. les of international law, the
sanctity of treaty obligations. Although all nations
agree chat treaties must be adhered to, why they have
binding force is subject rable replies, with
none being too satisfactory. Obviously, regardless of
the wide acceptance a rule may have, it is capable of
breach by any country at an ,3. If a party of an
agreement believes that by ignoring a generally accepted
rule its immediate advantage will be greater than its
3 . Which means generally that third parties re>
ceive neither rights nor a treaty.
:
'--
- Gardner, supra note 5? at k^Q .
23

merest in the rule itself -- and it can get away with
it — the rule of law will fall to pieces. This normally
occurs during a period of crisis, but even our sophisti-
cated system of municipal law "falls to pieces" at times.
To point -co this as a question of i enforcement of
ernational law is, I believe, to beg the entire prob-
le. This small inutility, however, should not deter
any nation from negc ..rig for possible solutions to
problems confronting the family of nations. The United
States has taken the initiative in showing its willing-
ness to do just that. This was epitomized in a state-
ment made by President Johnson on April 20, 1964, when
he said:
Our position is clear. We will discuss
any problem, we will listen to any pro-
posal, we L pursue any agreement, we
will take any action light lessen
the chance of war ->.. sacrificing
the interests of our allies or our abili-
ty to defend the alliance against attack.
In other words, our guard is up, but
one hand is out.
As early as 1958. Pepin observed that unless
some international agreement was entered into, chere
existed no legal rule to prevent ;. .;e from enacting
regulations to control the circulation of spacecraft
5. Address by President Lyndon B. Johnson before
. Assoc. Press, April 20, 1964, 50 Dep't State Bull.
1293 (1964); 728.

above its territory and extending its sovereignty uni-
laterally upwards, because no upper limits bad been
fixed in any international convention. Although the
nations of the world have come to some generalized
47views regarding space, ' what Pepin stated remains, for
the most part, true today.
The need for completed agreements concerning
a multitude of "unanswered aspects of our ventures in
outer space has long existed. The machinery which pre-
vails for our use in adopting international law to these
new conditions lies in the in Ligent use of multi-
48nation agreement.
'
3 . General Principl Law
The use of general principles of law as a source
of international law is ractice of considering the
general principles of municipal jurisprudence as they may
apply to relations o /ces. It is only natural that
municipal law is more develop tian international law
and can be used as a storehouse of principles upon which
hainternational tribunals may draw. ' y Although
6. Pepin, Space Penetration , Proceedings, American
Soc:. ^national Law, 229~35 (l95<3).
Refer to chapter he U.K., infra .
,. Brierly, The" Law o. ions 59-60 ("5 th ed. 195
49. Mahajan, Inte:. onal Law 68 (4th ed . 1963).
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50Von Schuschnigg^ states that general principles are
repeatedly referred to independently in the practice of
modern international adjudication, for the most part in
arbitration awards, it has been suggested by at least
one author that they are used by courts of international
• ^. 51justice very sparingly because they are little needed.
Several examples of the use of general princi-
ples of law being used by a: bional judicial body
when the decisions could not be based on any formulated
rule or evidence of customary law are the Corfu Channel
r 52 53oa:=,e and the Chozow Factory Case .
Although the use of general principles of law
is valuable in assisting international tribunals to ad-
judicate claims j I do not believe it extremely important
to the law as applied to outer space, as such. However,
I do believe these principles can be extremely valuable
as a foundation upon which to base negotiations. Mahagan
.ve as the reason for using general principles in in-
ternational law was because " . . .a principle which is
found to be generally accepted by civilized legal systems
50. Von Schuschnigg, International Law: An Intro
•
duction to the Law of Peace (l959)«
51. Briggs, The Law of Nations 48 (2d ed . 1952 ).
52. I.C.J. Rep., k (1949).
53- P. CI. J., ser. A, No. 9, 31 (1929).
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can be assumed to "be sc sonable as to be necessary to
maintenance of justice un ny system. . . . "•
is foundation k ssarily be rather
elementary, but to begin talks with agreement on some
point is usually bene: any type of negotiation.
4 . Judicial Deci. and ¥riters' ¥ork
s
There are some .sider judicial decisions
and works of writers as ace of what interna-
tional law is
5 as 07 3 to being a source of interna-
tional law, but I believe aid be considered
sources. It has been by Professor Briggs that,
in order to add clar: md precision to a discussion
e sources of interna - law, to employ the term in
a formal sense as indicating methods or procedures
which international law is created would be more desir-
5 5able. J When considered in this respect, judicial deci-
sions and writers' works C£ be considered only
evidentiary in nature.
As expressed in Article 38 of the Statute c
the I. Lational Court of Justice, a judicial decision
54. Mahajan, supra note 4$) •
J. gs, op. cit. supr : e 51 3 at kh
.
ZjO . Stat, of the Int ' 1 Court of Justice, supra note
13, art. 13.

is only binding as to the particular subject matter be-
e the cour To put it another way, there is no
stare decisis Toll owed in the International Court of
Justice. In spite of this,, while being prevented from
treating its previous decisions as binding, the prema-
t has referred to icreasing fre-
57quency. Th arive e form decisions of
municipal tribunals would also be capable of giving evi-
dence of what custon international law is. Mr. Jus-
tice Gray, when speaking of the f decisions in
international law, stated in Hilton v. Guyot :-^
The most certa: Le, no doubt, for
the decision of such questions is a
treaty or a st, his country.
.hen ... Ls no written law
upon the subjec still rests
tals of ascer-
taining and declaring what the law is,
enever it becomes necessary to do
so
.
— s, the courts
such aid as can from
judicial decisions, from the works of
sts and co. . ;ators
s
and from the
acts and usages of civilized nations.
And as his reason for resorting to the words o rists
and commentators, he said in the Paquette Ilabana
59
,ola Case:
57- -J- Oppenheim, op . cl\: . supra note 37- at 31
58. Hilton v. G-uyot, 195 U.S. 113, 163 (1895).




. Such, works are resorted to .
not for the speculation of their authors
concerning what the law ought to be, but
for the trustworthy evidence of what the
law really is.
is pi .. s point to predict what
value past decisions will have upon the law of outer
space. I propose mult .ral agreements in this area,
which would minimize the use of past decisions. In con-
sideration of the wealth of printed material which has
been published by space law "experts" over the last
decade } reference to thi; arial can be of invaluable
assistance during the stages of multilateral
agreements. Some writers have e into this subject in
depth, and their theories and conclusions could enhance
the knowledge required ;gctiators in determining
workable proposals. Dre, such writings could
serve as a form of "legislative history, " with obvious
limitations, in deciding claims brought before the in-
ternational tr. al designed to hear such claims.
60. This statement is also based on the as sump t:.
o sal for an international tribunal to ad-
judicate such claims would be formulated.
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SPACE LAW -SO] ALOGIES
A. THE LAW C
1 . Freedom of the Sea
During the 1 freedom of the seas,
as iow it today, was During this period,
states, particv. y Spain and Portugal, claimed owner-
6l
ship exclusive use of eno s areas of the sea.
During the early 1500'
s
s
mg man by the name of Huig
Von Groot published a small treatise under the title
63Mar e Liberum „ which was written to attack the unjusti-
fied claims being made by S d Portugal to the high
seas in which they were exclt le usettherefrom by
6k
any xoreigners. It zed. that opinion to
the contrary was generally ent, and it would be less
than candid to state that at that time G-rotius' doctrines
were at once universally acce; G-rotius' theory
Dougal and tie Public Order of the
Oceans 765 (1962)
.
62 . 1 "Grotius .
"
63. Published anon In 1868 it was
covered that Ch. XII of the t i-se De Jure Praedre
was t ;.re Lib erum which was written by Grotius in
loC
6k. 'in, Grotius on Nreedom of the High
Seas, Translation of Di 50 Grotius - "!
Lib erum, " p. viii (1916).
65- i Oppenheim, op . ci t . supra, note 37? at 85.
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! well thought out and his logic was sound, although
.irably attacked "by sev ors some time later.
A portit re Liber Lll convey the essential
67theme of the treatise. Grotius . : '
.e is sove: '.ch
he him.r .ias never possessed, and
which no one else has ever held in
his name .... ere-
:yone .^events
an the sea has
support i
. eepin eatise was written
in the ear y, Grotius made a statement
in the i'-'are LI "berum which holds equally true today as it
did in rote
:
oday the c considering
that e-\ o manicind
pertained also to one's sc should
surely live in ul
world. isness of
many would abate hose who now
neglect justice e expedi-
ency would lesson of injus-
tice at thei: e. . . . °
So we see re than five red
irs ago appropriation o .s was deemed
5. In s l seas were not suscep
he di gleet to consider a
are control ie sea,
i.e. po o exclude othe: ,;se, is accom-
plished
6?'. Ln, op . cjt . note 64, a _c k




ful ana absence o gation
deemed, proper. Gradually those ideas were abandon.
c
69but not without considerable c .
By the ninet . an ac-
ted principle of lat the high seas
e for everyone '
s
could be appropriated or
controlled by no one. Justice Story summed this up when
deciding a question of .e sinking of t]
ship "Mar ianna Flora" U. S. schooner , he said:
The oco, ..ighway of all;
appropriated to the use of all; and
every ship s the unques-
tionable right of pursuing her own law-
ful business w eruption. ...
And in 1926 Fauchille said:
. . . /T__/he high sea does, no"; form part
of the territory of any state. No state
can have over it a right of ownership,
sovereignty or :ion. None can
la. Ly claim to lie
high seas
.
It is suggested t ost compelling reasons
for acceptance of the principle of freedom of the
seas by the British and American admiralty courts was
more for common social and economic interests of the
69- Colombos, Interna-cional i^aw of the Sea k-5
(5 t!l ed. 1962) .
70. The Marianna-Flora, Zk U.S. 1 (1826).
71. Colombos, op . supra note 69 s at 57-
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. tional coinmu ,he theory of incapa-
bility of possession, upon which Grotius "based his con-
72
tention. Nevertheless , regardless of the comiaelling
reasons for its acceptance, the basic principle is ac-
cepted by the international c nity, and as a result
a body of rules regarding the sea has been able to de-
velop .
It has been suggested that the law of the sea
can be a source of principles which may find their use-
fulness in the develop of the law of outer space.'-5
Admiral Ward concerned himself with three areas of the
law of the sea which could be used as guidelines for
the formulation of space ough he did not at-
; to directly apply sea law to s law. ..e of
:eas was sovereignty as recognized regarding the
sea. He aid, however, expres opinion that it would
unwise pt to set up
or propos;, cific rules of space law in such an early
stage of spa. avel . '
' This was almost eight years
ago 3 hoxvever, and I do not his reason would
hold true today.
72. Edmunds, The La s Law of Nations 200-13
(1925).
73' Ward, supra note 24.
7- Id. at 3.
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The freedom of navigation on the high seas is
nationally accepted as a principle of the law of
ions. .lis same principle has been urged as analo-
75gous to the proposed use of outer space.
'
y in a sense
• be generally accepted because up to the present
time outer space does not len f to physical ap-
propriatiorij and most nations express the desire to apply
the concept; of freedom of the high seas to outer space.'
As admirable as this notion may be, the absence of a
definition of outer space begets positioning the horse
behind the cart. Nations hav able to agree on
little more than that outer space exists. 'With no estab-
lished limits, we converge hea> .th such questions
as sovereignty of air spa ove national terri-
tories. When an att at defining the area
ich is designated fx 3 all 3 we are confronted with
the sar.ie difficulty tha en unable to agree
upon centuries: ss the "sovereignty" end
and the high seas begin? or where is outer space?
75. Id. . -5-
76. See U. N. Gen. Ass. Res. 1721 (XVl). Dec. 20 }





More than ~e years ago the United Nations
77opted a resolution recognizing several principles
regardir. and explo: outer space . Two
of these principles were that international law applied
to outer space and outer space was free for use by all
states in conformity with international law. This
would seem to be directly in point with the concept of
eedom of the seas; however, is it? At the time of
negotiating, the drafters neglected to enumerate with
what international law pri as the states were to
conform, and the big question of defining outer space
was left unanswered. Along with this void remained a
..:ilar empty spot; does sc. _nd of state sovereignty
extend to outer spac .so has gone unanswered,
or at least not agreed upon.
th the tempo at which man is moving in mis-
silry, space exploration and scientific technology, the
idea of a single nation being capable of dominating outer
space and restric its use by other nations is not
necessarily a fanciful one. The world community ob-
viously wants to avoid such a thing from happening by
adopting resolutions asserting their desires of preserving




78. Id, sec. l(a)(b)

rinitive before technology replaces sound interpreta-
tic I suggest that international agreements, specific
nature, spell ou
.
where outer space is, but
what freedoms, i.e., r ss, exist regarding
it, and what rules c ;ernational law govern activity
79xn oncer space. is sugges' in accord
with ".. ams on this s states:
If th tee develops through
custc usage, we can expect
see the freedom of outer
space 1 develop. .ier hand,
space law were formulated by conven-
tion :ely see
ie extensio sovereignty
space — a . suit. 80
Can we afford the assarily must pass be-
re sou . istomary i: Lai law principles can
develop regarding outer s I think, not. To do this
y ex.ten. ae between sci-
ic knowledge and a legal regime to govern the use
-owledge, but s.. . period would only nurture
the same k: variances we now have in the conflicting
claims regarding such things a t Lai seas.
79 • See Ch. VI, infra , regarding progress made in
the U.





Along with the development of the principle of
on the high seas, there arose a concept of sove-
over the 3 along the shoreline of
a state. This marginal area "became known as the terri-
torial sea, and b y accepted in order to
:t the s -.rtherance of its eco-
nomic growth, e.g., fishing rights; and as a protection
of its fiscal and politi orests by controlling
ships approacnmg its snores. A , ,:ion was
therefore early recogn: ie high and margi-
nal seas. .^st st each had a legitimate
erest in controlling immediate access to their shores
.ng exclusive - .. coastal fisheries to
ir respectiv. Ls. ;wever, the principle of
the ie seas was also recognized in a general
eernent on free -assage through terri-
torial waters, sub jeer, to defensive restrictions in time
The United States 3 as early as 179^ s stead-
-tly £ ed to the principle that the territorial sea
go
extei shores.
81. Colombos, op. cit. supra note 69, at 82.
82. A marine league is equal to three nautical miles
or 3-^-53 statute mil
83. . at 87.

jernational views among i is are not necessarily
in agreement with this cc however. There are
claims as to territorial seas rai .iree to
'cj — *o
twelve mile 1. And, as r s January 1965.
United States Senator Ernest Gruening, of Alaska, intro-
bhe Se to extend the territorial
wafers of the United States to a distance of twelve
miles ..ore. -> Although the adherence to the three
Le concept would seem to >ate that, at least as
far as the United States is concerned ive limits
sovereignty are easily ascertainable, this is not the
case. e th ea: - recognition of the
three mile limit, most : recognize a need for
areas beyond Li or some type of "control." This
one, in . Law of Sea and Air Traffic,
n. 1 ollowing limits claimed by
various nation;
e limit : U.K., U.S.A., Japan, Holland, Cuba,
Panama, De , vis-a-vis states not ad-
s ) j Belgium,
Chin; . e .
.land land. (k
3-- '. 1 c-.- for spec:. oses) Chile, Ecuador,
Argentine
.
3-6 miles ; France, Pc / (6 miles for special
purposes anc . war.
imi
t
; .in, Por L, Italy (6 add. in special
circumstances), Brazil, Roumania, Uruguay,
Lgoslavia
.
12 mile limit : U . S . S . R
.
In 195^ Peru and other S. American countries claimed a
200 mile 1:
5. vy Times, 20 Jan. 19 65, p. 31, col. 3-

ea lias been cal ;uous zone. ow
generally accepted that in zone, of varying wi
according to the state, states may exercise some con-
trc >r ens I .ration pur-
87poses. Beyond this. ad States maintains a
zone extending many miles bey territorial sea or
the stated co .ous zone l as the Air Defense
Identification Zone. Exclusive uses such as this could
:'dly be maintained in Outer Space.
If any kind of ru be drawn from the
varying views of the fa Lily of nations it can be stated
that it is internationally re ..zed that the sove-
re:: of s 3 extends for a distance of at least
three .3 seaward s, and it is impos-
sibl o go much further t because countries
88
cannot agree on the limit of .torial waters.
An analys: _e of customary
inter. reedom of navig
on the h sas res iow and where
it free? It would see is principle is on
',
. See generally McDox. Burke, op
.
cit. supra
no-;e 6l, at 582-607
.
87. See generally McDou. ,e, op . ci ; . c eir>ra
note 6l; 46 Stat. 7^7, l hS (1930); U.S.C. sees. 1581,
1586-88.
88. Colombos, op . cit
.
ote 69, at 9^~7 •
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true during peacetime , as experiences during the two
world wars indicated. Fu the rule has always
been subordinated to a state 1 s primary interest of se-
Lrity, which is inevd y defined by each state.
When considering the aru of the law of the sea and
. law of outer space in t ealm of security, the re-
sult is contradiction rather than similarity. It would
seem that security risk diminishes on the surface of the
sea in the same proportic . .ice from the
shoreline of a state increases. th the advances made
in reconnaissance-type aa and satellites, the oppo-
site seems to hold true tie air
5
in the higher
a satellite circles the globe, the more apt it is to be
able to record activity on earth by means of the newly
developed and highly sophisticated photographic equip-
ment now ava s surrounding the shooting
down of a reconnaissance aircraft over Russia and the
flights ov Lba verify this. It can be seen, there-
fore
,
that the same cc . eedom of the sea may
be capable of tran regime for ox
space. to invoice this same interna-
:oncept to ou space could involve major secur-
es anc - affect a e's economic
interests unless enforceable multilateral agreements
40

could be negotiated. _e possibility soon upon
of having manned lunar ons and space platforms,
entirely inc. .t th.e doctrine of
'reedom of the seas and outer space may both be
subject to restrictive regulations by means of inter-
1 agreement.
The law of sea and its concept of sove-
reign territorial waters do Dt offer much guidance
in formulating sove: ." What it
does give us is some insight into the fact that there
is, and will continue to be, a need for some area of
vereignty to exist between and surface of a
state and th< -ce a2 o the free navigation
all. has ^oeen suggested ^ that the soverei^ ms
no upwat ait, but this v: .an hardly be accepted
today since nations have committed themselves to the
.'reedom of of "outer space" even though
John ¥estlake 1 a meeting of the In-
onal La 1906 : there exists
bhe sove r the
oci. j
,
no. sovereignty of the
state over the air space. Th lit of subjacent
ne same whateve >e the distance
. . .
.
" as quoted by Cooper "it and
Jional Soveref L L. Q. 4ll, 4l2 (1951)-
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in dc bioxi. As pointed out
al ¥ard, it would b< tic indeed for each na-
>n of the world to claim sovereignty of the space
Lg frc ,ir territory out". \:o an infinite dis-
90
tance above the eart
A lc ;s made by the n - Lme na-
tio ; agreement concer al waters makes
a problem of sovere: he air appear that much
a. 91more acuxe. An in at some sort of codi-
ion was made in a the Hague in 1930-
Agree. could not .me among forty-
two states regarding the breai >f the territorial sea,
although a dra. oposal e. In 1958, the Geneva
Sea Conference was hel
I
again failure to agree
on the territorial waters In i960, at the
Geneva Sea Conference, a re at agreement
lade. A needed two-third's, of eighty-eight states
represente- free on a tit of a
six m ritorial sea and limi
¥e may be heading for the s >ms regarding space.
e views propounded by so, thors in the
eld of outer space regarding sovereignty in space
rd, supra note 2k
,
a
91. See Colombos, op . oit
.
note 69, at 9^-102

be more fully discussed below. Let it suffice at this
point to say that we are 11 agreement even
within this country rega- sovereignty in space, let
in agreement in the ily of nations. I ist
that agreement should be reached at an early p. in
space exploration, if possible, before we end up
agreeing to disagree in the s aanner we are doing
with the territorial
3 • Col 1
:
.ce at Sea
The history of attempted agr, regarding
the law of the sea is not all .k, however. In 1910,
3 els, there were two conventions signed regarding
92
rules of law in regard t jion and rules of law
93ardmg assistance and salvage at sea.
In the convention regarding assistance and sal-
sea, to w3 .;re are now fcrty-five states
convention, several of the articles therein
could 1, xves to tailored use by the drafters of
a law ? space. Some pertinent articles are:
For the c the "] national Con-
vention for the Unification of Ce:: Rules of Law in
Regai Collisions," signed at Brussels, Sept. 23,
1910 , see Gibb, .aw of Collisions at
Sea 5^2 (9 ffl ed. 193 A .
93- 37 Stat, 1658
; ). TS 576 .
lO

Article 6 - The amount ( Ls fixed gree-
it between the parr , ana -ing agreement, bj
court
. . . (emphas . ) ; Article 9 - it-
eration is di Ives are sav
.
; Article 11 - aster is bound. . .to
render assistance to every 1. even though an enemy,
round at .- n danger o lost.
These s are rather s
'active. I do not ve that they could retain the
simplicity and r< area of rescue and
return of astronauts, but 'ely could be used as a




3 for the convention on collision, although
e United States never i his convention
after si .;• it at Br t nevertheless indicates
what a { cates can agree upon concerning
international re. is conve. ade it quite








ote 69, n. 2 at 313.

collision at sea, and it atte bo inc pos-
sible collision cir:_ ances. There is no reason to
believe this cannot be accomplished, regarding
outer space also.
In 19^8, the International Convention for the
Safety of Life at Sea^° was signed in London. At t]
present time, seventy states are parties to the conven-
99tion including the Unite. ces and Russia. -_ Q ques-
tion assistance for p; -ess was answered
by a provision which provided: (a) The master of a ship
at sea, on receiving a signal from any source that a
ip or aircraft, or survival craft thereof, is in
distress, is bound to pr all speed to the
100
,assistance of the persons in distress. . . . (emphasis
supplied)
.
Once again, in 1958 a Convention on the High
101Seas was signed at Geneva. Article 12 of this Con-
vention s in p. "1. Every state shall require
the master of a ship sailing under its flag. . . (a) To
render assistance to any p< ound at sea in danger
98. 164 UNTS 113; T.I.A.S. 2^95 (1952).
99. Treatie. Force (1964), Dep't of State Pub
at 257.
100. See note 98 su 332 and 33^-
101. U.N. Doc. A/C 'L.53 (1958).
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being lost; (b) To proceed with all possible speed
to the rescue c sons. . . . "-1- 02 most helpful
sea laws as applied to outer space activity are the
established regulations con :ig rescue i I 3a. In-
ternationally adhere rules stand as a work-
able guide for an acco: .^scue and retur
space app<- ls . Pro. owledge can be acquired
-e principles es ished by such conventions.
It is my \ - anically extend the
law of the sea to of outer space would result in
the myriad of rules and regulations we now have, full
conflict and narrow interpre on. Unless ail agree
thai odom to use outer space should not be the sub-
ject of agreement at defi need for interna-
tional accord and cc datory. Wa
learr. a.w of the sea is thai "eements can be
on s< itters. This ale, ikes the effc
iwhile. Substantive result extensive
negotiation; there ;rive to get
some x into concrete :
2. Id. , ar 2(a) (b).
k6

B. AIR SPACE LAW
Perhaps the experienc . Lationa imunity
garding regulatic aircraft can be gain-
fully utilized in ting some sort of rule of law for
er space. It would, se, .ere is more relation-
ship here with outer space i e is between the sea
outer space
.
Air law has been of rela ly recent origin, and
because of its be-
tween m regardin tie airspace for the
navigation of aircr; reaty la
s alone lends its to a ing comparison with
at, I suggest, should be the path taken for formulating
a legal regime for outer ;;pace.
Until the late 1800 J s re was little use for laws
pertaining to aircraft, and lestion of sovereignty
over a state's land was not an important one.
In 1889, t 'irst Int i Conference on Law
103
was he_Ld m Paris. -* Althou, .t much was accomplished,
.dicates an awarenes that some discussions
were needed regarding law i: ir.
103. Tombs, Intern. Organization in Europ




One oT the severs. -as needing qualification
in a regime for space law is a definition of- space
,
in
order to bri: rth a general agreement to the question
of sovereignty. This question has been the subject of
iy conferences during this century, a assibly some
agreement, but it must co .a until a more encompas-
agreement can be reached. _e law of air
space can give some insight i: he problems facing the
family of nations in attempting to determine sovereignty
rights in space. A brief outline of the history of
negotiations in this are: ^elpful.
2 Sovereignty So
During the ear:- Fauchille was the
sti -;t exponent of complete freedom of the air, while
givir ay a bit to sc\ oy recognizing some
sover at very low — for security pur-
1Cposes. On the other side 2 controversy was
John England who advocated sovereignty of
105
air space above a state in lfmity.
1C Le, Bon:.' D »it Interna-
tional Pub vol. i, pt. .1. 1922).
105. Cooper, supra note 89.

In 1910 5 an .1 Conference of Air
Igation met in Pa to settle, or
least compromise, the question. The one thing they
,0 on was that a plane from one state could fly
into . '
3
as long as security was not enda "ed,
a seeming victory for the followers of Fauchille.
With the c g of World War I, the capabili-
ties of ai_ Lly realized and along
-e realiza a need for more adequate
ion. ^d to a cc nee in 1919 at Paris,
-,.-,. , . 1Cich resulted m a convention garding air naviga-
tion. 1 idily acceptable and signed
by many (although the United States never did ratify it)
The on rec e had "
.
complete and exclusive sovert over the airspace
above its territory. . . and a: .e 2 provided





10 Convent Aerial Naviga-
League of Nations Treaty Series 173 (1922).
107. Id., art. I.

conv< Chicago of tlie United States
in 1944 . During the period from 1919 "to 1944, the Uni-
by enact cipal laws, ha
asserted its sovereignty in the air-
Ls country. c In 1926, Congress passed
. 109
an Act o regula 't . Section 6(a)
of that Act declared "... United States has,
the exclusion all for ms, c ate sove-
er of the
110
United States. ..." It provided for the
granting of permission to for;, aircraft for the use
of this airspace. ept was embodied in
Civil Aeronautics Act c }8
.
At the Chicago C on of 1944, 112 fifty
-
113two states gathered >t to reach agreement on
101 For a recen this concept see address
by G.G. Johnso] k Uni Air Trans-
port Conference a 1963, 59 Dep't
St: l11. 1266 (1963); 50 ison stated,
"/j'/_/e are sovere: airspace. If we
wi - els ewhere leh we per-
.
"
8 (1926), 49 U.S.C.
sees. 1301, 1472 73, 1507-09.
3. Ic 572.
111. Civil Aer; L93S, 58 Stat. 973
(l< sees. 2.
2. For a complete text icago Convent!
ational on of 1944, see 15 UNTS
102 (1944).
113. Russia not i part.
50

a set of international^ d rules fo: .a-
114
tion. sed, and ag
readied, v. tie sub, y. 4r ..cles 1 and
2 read as follows:
Art 1, Sovereign
The co: g Sts recognize that
every State lias c e and exclu-
sive soverei e airspace
above its terr
Art 2, Territc.
For the purpose ; convention the
territory of a State s .ed
to be the la - orial
waters adjacer. to under the sove-
re y, superaint; .ction or man-
date of such s
:le 8 of ; s a very interesting
provisio ;d at re are in re-
garding space vehicles
.
No a:. )le of being flown, wi th-
ou xlot shall b out a
-t over the t errit or jon-
Lthori-
Zc. be. . .
basis supplied.)
117
3 conve. was applicable 'co civil aircraft on.
; and Browne, Shawcross and
Be, Air Law 7 (2c
.2 supra , art. 1, 2.
., sec.




and as a c nion agree ed innocent pas-
sage agreement was made.
This conv -o settle, once and
for all., questic save: by. ut did it really?
The big gap it neglected to fill was a definition of "air
ice." convention, so the
•gument lingers on. .ve an abundance of
>ert opinions on are exists today no
interna .1 consensus r. It appears that
there is wide agrc should be some sort




i933j a- conference was h en Rome from
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